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### Background

*Staphylococcus aureus* (*S. aureus*) is an opportunistic pathogen and a major cause of patient morbidity and mortality, especially in “at risk” populations. The organism can cause a wide range of infections ranging from mild skin infections to life-threatening bloodstream infections and pneumonia. MRSA-VAP (ventilator associated pneumonia) is now the most common invasive infection reported in US ICUs (National Healthcare Safety Network Figures) NHSN\(^1\).

Prophylatic vaccines could prevent *S. aureus* infections and become cost effective in achieving savings from expensive infection control interventions e.g. MRSA screening on admission. Although all major companies have now announced *S. aureus* vaccine programs, Pfizer (SA4Ag) are the most advanced after the failure of Merck & Co (Intercell AG) V710 in Phase II/III (June 2010).

This MarketVIEW product gives a comprehensive vaccine value ($USD/volume (000s) forecast within target nosocomial populations until 2030. The model includes LO/BASE/HI forecast scenarios so the user can visualize the commercial impact of differing targeting/competitive and pricing scenarios. This product is an essential component of any commercial opportunistic assessment focused on nosocomial vaccines.

---

Methodology

Using currently available information regarding the profile and predicted deployment of *S. aureus* prophylactic vaccines VacZine Analytics has modelled three potential global vaccine demand scenarios (mio doses) and revenue estimates ($ 000s) based upon detailed analysis of “at risk” target populations across major Western markets. The provided model also gives estimates of market share per major development company and includes adjustable inputs of vaccine penetration, number of doses and pricing.

VacZine Analytics has closely monitored all significant source material pertaining to *S. aureus* epidemiology/vaccines. Source materials used are literature articles, government websites, medical bodies and associations, conference proceedings etc. Previously published research by VacZine Analytics in the nosocomial field has also been utilised.
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For orders in the UK, VAT at 20% will be added to final invoice total
# - indicative prevailing rate will be applied on date of transaction
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About VacZine Analytics:

VacZine Analytics is an established strategic research agency based in the United Kingdom. Its aim is to provide disease and commercial analysis for the vaccine industry and help build the case for developing new vaccines and biologics.

For more information please visit our website www.vacZine-analytics.com
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